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1* 
A ONE-PASS ALGORITHM FOR COMPILING 
ALGOL 68 DECLARATIONS 
I .  Introduction 
This report describes work underway in the design of an ALGOL 68 
compiler system .  It presupposes some familiarity with the general ideas 
of the language ,  such as might be gained by reading the ALGOL 68 report 
(l) or some of Its companion documents (2,3).  In what fol lows ,  we are 
primarily concerned with problems involved in compiling ALGOL 68 data 
declarations ,  although mention is made of techniques used in other portions 
of the compiler as wel l .  Our approach is to explain the motivation behind 
choosing the translation grammar in Appendix 1 as a means of describing 
the structure and translation of programs written in the ALGOL 68 language .  
The context-free grammar of Appendix 1 was liberally modeled on the 
Van Wijngaarden grammar of the report (1).  That is to say ,  an attempt 
was made to force the rules of the grammar to resemble the rules of the 
report as closely as possible ,  except in those cases—such as the coercions 
of Sections 8.2.1 through 8 . 2 . 6—where the context-free grammar was clearly 
not adequate (and is not used) for descriptive purposes.  In the case of 
the rules of Sections 8.2.1 through 8 .2 .6 ,  the actions represented by rules 
in the report are to be carried out in the translation rules of the 
Appendix 1 grammar .  Our grammar diverges from the official document 
principally in minor points ,  such as the inclusion of rules to describe 
the so-called "extended language" in Section 9 of the report ,  and of 
certain minor syntactic restrictions arising from the one-pass nature of 
our algori thm ,  as noted below .  
1* 
The translation-grammar approach used In this report is based on 
earlier work by Wirth and Weber (U) ,  Lewis and Stearns (5) ,  Schneider 
(6 ,7) ,  and Vere (8).  The notation used in this approach can be explained 
in terms of the following example: 
In the translation grammer of Appendix 1 ,  the rule defining 
a mode declaration would be written as fol lows ,  If we could 
ignore the table entries and complied code required for such 
a declaration: 
<mode declarat ion -+• (l) 
M0DE <mode indicant> = <actual mode declarer> 
Rule (l) is exactly the sort of rule one would expect to find 
in a document such as the ALGOL 60 report (l) which contains 
a context-free grammar written in B .N .F .  In order to describe 
the process of compiling translated code for a mode declaration ,  
we add information to the context-free rule ,  as in Appendix 1: 









o a j 
In this expansion of rule (l) above ,  we have added the notation 
to indicate that this rule is in the 25th group of rules 
in our grammar .  We have also added three compile-time sub-
rout ines ,  namely ,  "f^al '  ^25a2 '  ^ ^ ^25a3" ^
e 3 e
 compile-time 
subroutines make entries on compile-time tables and generate 
code to be written out for the program scanned by the compiler .  
Thus ,  when the symbol "M0DE
11
 1B recognized by the compi ler ,  sub-
routine ifi, 1 :: r:al.lod; rfhoil I.lit- nr:<iii<Mir-i> nl'  uym\>tjlti 
tl J ui.  
"M0DE <iuode indicants 
is recognized by the compi ler ,  subroutine ^ j^r ,  is called; and 
3 





 causes subroutine $258.3
 t o b e c a l l e d
* 
Thus ,  the ensemble of rules in a translation grammar may be thought of as 
an abstract representation of the program input to a compiler-compiler 
system .  
In fact ,  our translation grammar Is intended to be transferred to 
cards and read in to a compiler-compiler such as the one described in (6).  
As can be seen in Appendix 2 ,  the subroutines for the data declaration 
section of our translation grammar have been programmed in FORTRAN V 
(no less) ,  and it is the operation and interaction of these compiler 




II .  Techniques Used in Translation 
Representation of ALGOL 68 Structures and Data 
Types in the Compiler 
ALGOL 68 structures and invented data types are represented as 
l inked lists In the computer memory used by the compiler .  Such a repre-
sentation is ,  natural ly ,  machine dependent ,  so we propose here to give 
examples of how these lists are represented as storage structures on the 
Purdue C .D .C .  6500 computer .  Since the C .D .C .  6000 series of computers 
has 60-bit memory words ,  we chose to divide each list word into three 
address-size fields and one character-size field for storing miscellaneous 
information .  An example fol lows ,  shoving some typical ALGOL 68 mode 
declarations and their compile-time representations.  
Some typical mode declarations: 
M0DE $P$ = PR0C{INT ,$S$)REAL; 
M0DE $S$ = STRUCT(REF $S$ P0IHTER ,  $Q$ VALUE); 
M0DE $Q$ = UNI0N($T$ ,  $RS$); 
M0DE $RS$ = REF $S$; 
M0DE $T$ = [1:5 ,  1:6]REF $F$; 
Routines Used in Manipulating Compiler List Structures 
The storage structures used in Figure 1 are similar to ones already 
suggested by Goos (9).  To construct them ,  the compiler subroutines use 
a package of FORTRAN subroutines derived from the primitives of 
Weizenbaum ' s SLIP system (10).  These SLIP-inspired primitives are listed 
and explained briefly in Table 1 below .  
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Figure 1 .  Representation of mode declarations by compi ler l ists 
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Figure 1 .  Continued 
1* 







PUTDIR(A ,B ,K) 
PUTIND(A ,J ,K) 
SETDIR(A ,B ,K) 
SETIND(A ,J ,K) 
address (X) L0CF 
(The function returns the machine address 
of F0RTRAN variable X .) 
[I] + C0NT 
[I] INHALT 
(The value stored in the memory cel l whose 
address is given by I is returned .) 
J(6»(K-1) 6«K) -»• IBYTE 
(The Kth character in word J Is returned 
right Justified wi th padded zeroes .) 
J(l8«(K-l) + 18»K) + LINK 
(The Kth address-siaed field in word J is 
returned right Justified wi th padded zeros .) 
A(0 + 5> B(6*(K-l) + 6»K) 
(The first character of A is put into the 
Kth character position of word B .) 
A(0 5) + [J](6»(K-1) • 6»K) 
(The first character of A is put into the 
Kth character position of the word whose 
machine address is stored In J .) 
A(0 + 17) -*• B(l8*(iC-l) 18»K) 
A(0 17) [J](18»(K-1) + 18*K) 
In addition to the functions in Table 1 ,  there is an integer function 
called IFETCH(K) and a logical function called SAMETYP(I ,J ,K) .  
The purpose of IFETCH is to return the machine address of the first 
word in a list cell of K words stored sequentially in computer memory .  
The SAMETYP function is ,  as the name suggests ,  a function for comparing 
two compiler data structures to discover if they are of the same "type" .  
Because of the design of ALGOL 68 ,  two declarations may be of the same 
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"type" if one has any number of intermixed procedure and reference prefixes 
followed by a copy of the second declaration .  Thus ,  for example ,  if ^araL,  
eter I pointed to a declaration,  such as "PR0C REF REF PR0C REAL" ,  and J 
pointed to "PR0C REAL" ,  the SAMETYP function would return the FORTRAN 
.TRUE,  value .  In addi t ion ,  after execution of the funct ion ,  the K param-
eter would point to a newly-created list containing the sequence 
"PR0C REF REF" .  Thus ,  the list returned to K indicates how many levels 
of dereferencing and deproceduring must be applied to a datum of type I 
in order to yield a datum of type J .  
The SAMETYP function also incorporates algorithms for looking up the 
lists assigned to mode indicants appearing in I or J and for replacing 
these mode indicants in either structure by pointers to these l ists .  
No attempt is made to find reduced versions of structure declarations .  
However ,  when two structures are compared that are structurally equivalent 
as defined in the ALGOL 68 report ,  a link to the smaller of the two 
structures replaces the larger structure in the compiler mode table .  This 
structure comparison and replacement algorithm is essentially the same as 
the one given by Koster (ll) and discussed in Goos (9).  
Intermediate Language Generated by the Compiler 
Since this report is the beginning of an attempt at producing a 
formal specification of AIXJOL 68 that is an alternative to the Van 
Wijngaarden and the Vienna notations (12) ,  it was decided that the code 
produced by our compiler subroutines would be in a systems language 
rather than in the C.D.C- COMPASS cissembiy language .  The systems lan-
guage chosen is the PILOT language of M .H .  Halstead ,  versions of which 
have been implemented on tne UNIVAC l ioe ,  the C .D .C .  6000 series of com-
puters ,  the IBM 360/UU,  and miscellaneous otter machines .  PILOT is a 
1* 
much-distilled subset of the original NELIAC language (13) ,  with some use-
ful features ,  such as the intermixing of PILOT and machine code vherr 
desirable in a program ,  the use of machine addresses for indirect refer-
encing of variable names ,  and the addition of partial—word masking 
operators .  In PILOT ,  commas are used to separate statements ,  expressions 
can consist of at most two operands separated by an operator ,  and assign-
ment of value is to the right ,  rather than to the left ,  as in ALGOL 60 or 
FORTRAN .  A typical sequence of PILOT statements might be the following: 
0 INDEX REGISTER 1 ,  
U - 1 + U ,  
LABEL 1: INDEX REGISTER 1 + 1 INDEX REGISTER 1 ,  
INDEX REGISTER 1 > SIZE : LABEL 2 . ; ; 
LHCURR + 1 ->• [U + INDEX REGISTER l ] ,  
LABEL 1 . ,  
LABEL 2: 
In the statements above ,  index register 1 is first initialized to 
zero ,  and then a loop is entered at label 1 .  In the loop ,  index register 
1 is compared to the variable "SIZE" .  If greater than "SIZE" ,  the '  state-
ment "LABEL 2." (go to LABEL 2) is executed .  Otherwise ,  execution con-
tinues with the value of "LHCURR + l" stored into the memory location 
whose address is "U + INDEX REGISTER 1" .  Further examples of PILOT code 
are given in Section Ti l .  
Preprocessing Implied by Rules of the_Grammar 
When a context-fre<- grammar is actually used as the input program u '  
a compiler-writing system ,  it has to be written with greater care than one 
ordinarily suspects.  In the first place ,  what is to be done with a grarrcmr 
1* 
having reserved words that resemble variable names? In Appendix 1 ,  we 
see that reserved words like "REAL" ,  "PR0C" ,  "CASE" ,  etc .  could Just 
wel l be interpreted as program variables ,  Next ,  when we look more 
closely ,  we see that the syntax for <name> involves individual letters 
and digi ts ,  whereas reserved words appear as groups of let ters .  Neces-
sari ly ,  the compi ler generated from the grammar above wi l l expect to scan 
successive words of memory ,  some of which contain only single letters or 
digits and some of which contain entire reserved words .  Hence ,  a pre-
processor subroutine is needed to read in programs to the compi ler .  
Along wi th these trivial operations of packing reserved program words 
for the compi ler ,  the Appendix 1 syntax calls for the preprocessor to 
supply a priori ty digit for each expression operator encountered in a 
program .  Since our grammar assigns unique denotations to operators ,  the 
preprocessor need only maintain a table of declared operator priori t ies 
in each scanned program block .  From this tab le ,  a priori ty digit is 
inserted following each operator in programs read into the compi ler .  
Natural ly ,  priority declarations Eire no longer needed by the compi ler ,  
and so the preprocessor does not supply them to the compi ler .  
Stack Mechanisms Used by Compi ler Subrout ines 
As in other compilers for block-structure programming languages ,  'jur 
compi ler subroutines use tables to store information about current ly 
val id program variables ,  labels ,  data types ,  and operators .  In addi t ion ,  




lation scheme .  The first  of two one-dime. /sional
arrays using the same index ,  "I" .  These arrays are referred to as "N^i) '
1 
and "TYPE(l)" ,  respect ively .  As can be seen in the compi ler subrout ines ,  
W 
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the N-stack is used for constructing the compiler representations of data 
structures ,  and the TYPE stack carries auxiliary information concerning 
whether a given declaration is virtual ,  actual ,  or formal ,  and whether it 
is stowed or nonstowed .  Thus ,  the combined N-TYPE stack carries context 
information concerning the syntactic objects recognized by the compiler .  
"C0DEL0C" is the system name for the second stack ,  a one-dimensional 
array with index K .  As its name impl ies ,  the C0DEL0C stack saves infor-
mation about where nested portions of a program appear in its translation .  
This information is used selectively by the compiler subroutines for 
inserting and deleting sections of compiled code in the translated program 
after the compiler has scanned the corresponding segment of the input 
program .  As wi l l be seen in Section III ,  it is this use of C0DEL0C which 
enables us to produce reasonably efficient and non-redundant code in a 
s:.ngle-pass compilation process .  Of course ,  C0DEL0C is also used to 
supply "target locations" for the Jumps implicit in the translation of 
conditional statements.  
Using the N-stack alone ,  it is easy to demonstrate that a translation 
grammar specifies a compiler that accepts context-sensitive languages 
like ( a V c
n
: n > 0) .  Next ,  with the addition of the C0DEL0C stack ,  we 
see that the resulting compiler system potentially has the same computa-
tional ability as a Turing machine .  This is because any one of the com-
piler subroutines cuuld be vrit-ten so as noL to return control to the 
compi ler ,  and could continue opera'-io/i by nanipulatih;/ th-- t-wo stacks -v..  
though they were thr? tune ol'  a Turing machine .  Since c:.'- •".ompii^r r.yst.rri 
can be made as general as n Turing mnchine ,  any multi-p^ss compiling al-
gorithm can in theory m i t t en iii a.  single-pass version for & truuJ^-
tion grammar .  Our go^i ii; to wriLo er.  -efficient.  rau' .d ,-; n̂glc 
version of what is usually considered a inulti--..' ês cou^iler system .  
ILi 
Criteria for SelectinK Rule Forma In a Translation Grammar 
The criteria for selecting certain rule forms in Appendix 1 ratner 
than others have principally to do with the one-pass nature of the corapii-i-
writing system chosen .  For example ,  a one-pass algorithm cannot efficiently 
tolerate temporary ambiguities in any subtree of a program .  As a conse-
quence ,  the following rules were chosen that are restrictions of the 
ALGOL 68 language: 
<mode indicant> -*• $<name>$ 
<operator> +1 - |  . . .  |  + <name> t 
<call> -> <primaiy> (<actual parameters>) 
<slice> -y <primary> [<indexers>] 
<base> G0 T0 <label> 
In the first two rules above ,  we have forced mode indicants and invented 
operators to be different in appearance from each other .  The next two 
rules make it impossible to confuse a subscripted variable with a proc^du-'e 
cal l ,  and the last rule assures us that the statement 
v: = if a then b else c fi ; 
does not mean the same thing as 
v: = if a then b else go to c fl ; 
which is currently a valid interpretation in the ALGOL 68 report .  
Again ,  the desire for an uncomplicated single-scan compiler led us 
to abandon the ALGOL 68 definition of a block (given in Section 6.1.1 ^f 
the report) in favor of a restricted.  subset oi the definition .  In thi 
full ALGOL 68 version of a block ,  the declaration preluac: terminates at 
the first labeled statement or the first statement followed by a Jump .  
To translate such a ueciaration pre±ude properly ,  the compiler uec-Js 
know at the beginning of ea^li in a.  dec iarA l5 , i t : Xude i-lui 
1* 
cornea after that statement .  Such knowledge could "be gained by a separate 
pass or by requiring forward scans before each statement ,  but this oxtrn 
work consumes compiler time that could be better spent doing translation .  
Hence ,  our version of the ALGOL 68 block (rules F ^ and P ^ in Appendix l) 
is a subset of the full version in which the declaration prelude terminates 
at the first executable statement in the block .  No generality is lost in 
this version by not interspersing statements and declarations in the 
declaration prelude; rather ,  these interspersed statements are made to 
appear wi thin the declarations in the blocks that legally may appear there .  
The preceding problems of declaration preludes and uniquely identifi-
able mode and operator indicants are all examples of avoiding syntaxes 
that result in nondeterministic compilers (6).  Another example of this 
problem is one that arose when an attempt was made to transcribe a portion 
of the ALGOL 68 report directly into the notation of Appendix 1 .  In this 
case the syntax for <stowed declarer? initially took the form: 
<stowed declarer> STRUCT (<fields>) 
[ [<rowers>] STRUCT (<fields>) 
j [<rowers>] <nonstowed declarer> 
|  [<rowers>] ^mode indicant? 
With this set of rules ,  we are left with three separate methods to declare 
an array and no way of knowing initially which compiler subroutines 
should be called .  Because oJ'  this ,  the following version of the syntax 
of arrays and structures appears in Appendix i: 
Ik 
<stowed declarer? -> STRUCT (<fields>) 
I <array generator? STRUCT (<fields?) 
|  <array generator? <nonstowed declarer? 
|  <array generator? <mode indicant? 
<array generator? [<rowers?] 
Apart from the necessity of avoiding nondeterminisms in the compi ler ,  
the other main criterion for selecting certain configurations of rules in 
a translation grammar is to permit syntax-directed modifications of com-
piler tables and Byntax-directed tests for consistency of program subtrees 
with non-syntactic obJectB .  As an example of simple modifications made 
possible by syntax ,  the following translation rules cause an extra level 
of reference to be prefixed on the compile-time representation of the 
declarer in question: 
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 <virtual mode declarer? <mode declarer? 
P
2 2 a
: <actual mode declarer? -> <mode declarer? 
do not introduce any syntactic ambiguity in the language ,  since the 
corresponding transitions of the compiler can only occur in mutually 
exclusive contexts.  However ,  compiler subroutines
 Q
n d tf^a both 
test the N-TYPE stack to see that all arrays declared within the 
<mode declarer? are respectively virtual or actual .  
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Last ly ,  we see that syntactic rules may be chosen to make the work 
of compiler subroutines easier .  Good examples of this are the sets of 
rules below .  
P : <fields> <field>/i|> / 
• ̂  P&X 




 / >  5b 1 
P
g a
: <field,> + <fie ld> , /^
a
/ 
Subroutine generates a compile-time list cell for each field in a 
structure declaration ,  and subroutine ^ ^ l li"^-
8
 together the list cells 
generated in this fashion .  Because of the form of Pg
a
> "the structure 
fields are stored in sequence on the N-TYPE stack by Rule P ^ calls 
for the compiler to work backwards ,  linking together the two structure 
fields on top of the N-TYPE stack by successive calls on subroutine 
Thus the syntax directs the compiler to link together the compile-time 
representation of the structure .  
On the other hand ,  the rules 
P_ : <rowers> -»• <rower>/iJj_ / 1 a I al 
P ^ : <rowers> <rowers> ,  <rower>/i |)^^ 
do nothing more than construct a run-time array descriptor in the order 
of appearance of the program .  
1* 
III .  Translation of Array and Structure Declarations 
Preliminaries 
algol 68 uses two reservoirs of consecutive memory words for use i|f) 
generating arrays and structures during program execution .  In the first 
reservoir system ,  array storage is taken from a stack (called loc in the 
defining report) whose contents are divided into regions corresponding to 
currently active program blocks.  As the most recent block is abandoned 
by the program at rim t ime ,  the storage of its corresponding region in 
loc is freed for reuse ,  exactly as in an ALGOL 60 system.  As a conse-
quence ,  structures and arrays stored in loc are only accessible during 
the lifetime of the block in which they were created.  In order to permit 
a longer lifetime of usage for selected arrays and structures,  an alter-
native reservoir system Is available ,  called the heap In the defining 
report .  The heap system provides that an array or structure is only 
reclaimed when it can no longer be reached from an active program variable .  
The use of this heap reservoir necessitates use of a conventional list-
processing storage reclamation scheme at run time .  
During compilation ,  the compiler subroutines keep track of whether 
a currently translated declaration is to be stored in loc or heap .  The 
bookkeeping system used for this purpose is quite simple .  The FORTRAN 
variable "LHCURR" is initialized to contain the characters "L0C" ,  and is 
temporarily reset to contain the characters "HEAP" whenever compiler 
subroutines ^ O a l ^ ^ ^30a2





 a r e c a
l l
e d
- Then ,  
during the translation process ,  whenever the code for a storage reserva-
tion is put out ,  the contents of LHCURR (denoted in our notation below by 
"(LHCURR}") is inserted in the translated program.  
1* 
Array Declarations 
There are two parts to the problem of generating arrays in a compiled 
ALGOL 68 program .  The first part involves construction of a run-time de-
scriptor for the array ,  and the second part involves possible assignment 
of structures to each element of the resulting array .  Translation rules 
and of Appendix 1 outline the construction of the descriptor ,  
whi le rules through keep track of whether the descriptor is 
virtual (has no numerical bounds) ,  actual (has only numerical bounds) or 
formal (has some mixture of numerical and non-numerical bounds) .  Since 
no code is produced for virtual or formal descriptors,  compiler subroutine 
ijj^^ records in the C0DEL0C stack where translated code for the descriptor 
begins ,  so that
 c a n
 erase any code that may have been produced whi le 
scanning the <array generator? .  
For the recognized program sequence 
[<rowers?] 
the compiler produces the following translated code: 
SAVEU ,  
2 + {LHCURR} U ,  
{LHCURR} ,  1 + no .  of dimensions {LHCURR} + 
o -*• [u], 
Translation of <rowers?,  
TEMPI ,  U - 1 + no .  of dimensions 
0 -»• [TEMPI], 
[U](36 53) + SIZE ,  
SIZE ? 0: U -»• [TEMPI](0 •+ 17) ,  
{LHCURR} + SIZE + {LHCURR}; ; 
[TEMPI](36 | * 53) ,  no .  of dimensions 
P0PU ,  
1* 
The run-time variable U in the above code is used by the compiler sub-
routines as an index for placing information in the current word of the 
array descriptor being generated .  can be seen in Figure 2 ,  the de-
scriptor consists of n+l words ,  with n the number of dimensions.  Thus ,  
the first descriptor word storing bounds is located at address 
"2 + {LHCURR}" above (see Preliminaries for meaning of {LHCURR}) ,  and 
that word is set to zero by the "0 -»• [U}" statement .  
The statement that reserves space for the descriptor in {LHCURR} is 
inserted later by subroutine after the number of dimensions is known 
by the compiler.  Translation of <rowers> involves calculation of the 
"strides" of the descriptor .  Each stride is associated with a pair of 
bounds and is the coefficient in a run-time storage-mapping function used 
in subscripting .  When the final stride of the descriptor is calculated ,  
it is stored in the next location following the last pair of bounds in 
memory and coincides with the actual size of the run-time array .  Thus ,  
the code 
above extracts this value and uses it above in a conditional statement 
that places a link to the first array element into the run-time descriptor: 
Figure 2 below displays the storage structure used for run-time array 
descriptors.  The "j^u^" notation represents a two-bit code for indicating 
whether or not the corresponding lower and upper bounds can be changed 
dynamically .  When £^(or u ^ is zero ,  the lower (or upper) bound may vary; 
otherwise it is fixed .  Given this information ,  we can discuss the trans-
lation of <rowers>.  
1* 
Figure 2 .  Run-Time Representation of Array Descriptors 
Type No .  of Dimensions Block Number Pointer to First Element of Array 





I u n n stride n upper bound n lower bound n 
Rules and P ^ of Appendix 1 are given "below: 
P„ : <rowers> •*• <rower>/i{i / fa I al 
P^k
 :
 <rowers> <rowers> ,  <rower>/ifr^^/ 
Subroutine 'J'y^ is called after the translation of the first pair of 
bounds in an array declaration ,  and subroutine *£» is called for each 
Tbl 
subsequent pair of bounds in the declaration .  Primari ly ,  ^ ^ ^fbi 
work together to count dimensions and calculate the strides of the de-
scriptor.  They assume that translation rules P ^ * P ^
1 P
l l '
 8 1 1 ( 1 P
1 0
 h a v e 
inserted the upper and lower bounds of each dimension into the appropriate 
fields of the descriptor word .  The code put out by gives an idea of 
this interaction: 
1* 
[U](l8 -»• 35) - [U](0 -»- 17) SIZE ,  
(Subtracts the lower bound from the upper bound .) 
SIZE * [U](36 -»• 53) SIZE ,  
(Calculates the value of the next stride.) 
U + 1 * U ,  
(Zeroes the next word in the descriptor.) 
SIZE > 0 : SIZE -*• [U]{36 -*• 53);; 
(Stores the stride in the next word of the descriptor.) 
When the array descriptor is completed ,  there may follow code for 
initializing each element of the resulting run-time array.  This code is 
written out for rules F „ and P. , : 3b 3d 
P ^ : <stowed declarer> -+• <array generator 
STRUCT( /^
3 b 2
/ <flelds>) / i j ^ 
P ^ : <stowed declarer> -*• <array generator>/^2^/ 
<mode Indicant 
Essentially,  subroutines tf^DI A^d
 s e t U
P
 A
 1°°P that links each 
element of the generated array to a fresh copy of the <mode indicant>.  
This copy of the <mode indicant> is created by treating the <mode indicant> 
as a function whose value is the address of the next location of the 
storage reservoir specified by LHCURR.  Since translation of F ^ works in 
a very similar fashion ,  we will give as our illustration the code pro-




0 INDEX REGISTER 2 ,  
U - 1 + U ,  
LABEL 2: 
INDEX REGISTER 2 + 1 •+ INDEX REGISTER 2 ,  
INDEX REGISTER 2 > SIZE: LABEL 3. ; ; 
(LHCURR) + 1 [U + INDEX REGISTER 2] , 
Translation of <mode indicant? ,  
(This includes a jump to the definition of the 
<mode indicant? and return.) 
LABEL 2 . ,  
LABEL 3: 
Note in the above code that "U - l" denotes the first address in the 
region of memory reserved for the stored array ,  whereas {LHCURR} was set 
equal to the last address of this region by compiler subroutine 
Thus ,  the first address in any data structure created by the <mode 
indicant? is given by "{LHCURR} + 1" ,  and this address is the value used 
to initialize the corresponding array elements iteratively .  
Structure Declarations 
In our implementation of ALGOL 68 ,  the fields of data structure can 
store plain values or they can be linked to other structures and arrays .  
During a declaration ,  then ,  code linking a structure field to another 
structure or array may or may not be called for .  On a syntactic basis ,  
we say that such linking code is called for in a structure having some 
field that corresponds to a <stowed declarer? or <mode indicant? .  The 
code is not compiled in the case of a structure field that corresponds to 
a <nonstowed declarer?.  To simplify our discussion of the translation 
process ,  we consider only rule !\ of Appendix 1 ,  since it usee 
1* 




: <stowed declarer? STRUCT( / i^
3 a l
/<fie lds>J /^g / 
The code generated "by compiler subroutines <fi and $ is as follows: 
jal j&c 
SAVE U ,  
{LHCURR} -> U ,  
{LHCURR} + |  no .  of fields I -f {LHCURR},  
Translation of <fields> ,  
P0P U ,  
The compiler subroutines used above in translating <fields? also 
count the number of fields in the structure .
 s
When the count is completed ,  
subroutine
 i S c a l l e ( i
»
 8 1 1 1 1 i n s e r t s t h e f i e l d
 count into the 
instruction preceding the translation of <fields> .  Thus ,  the code pro-
duced by ^38,2
 r e s e r v e s
 space for the translated structure in 
L0C or HEAP and initializes the index of structure fields to point to the 
first field in the structure to be translated .  The code put out for a 
typical "stowed" field of the structure is produced by compiler subroutines 
<^02 or as follows: 
no .  of intervening nonstowed fields + U U , 
{LHCURR} + 1 [U], 
Translation of the <field? ,  
In the code above ,  the index U retains the address of the most 
recently initialized field in the compiled structure .  In order to ini-
tialize the next field ,  U is incremented ,  and the address of the first 
free word in L0C or HEAP is inserted in the word whose address is U .  Thus ,  
the run-time field is made to point to the first address in the generated 
structure corresponding  the tranylatud <field>.  0T cour.oc,  no rode fit 
till will appear for a "riorioLownl" fluid.  
1* 
IV .  Translation of Mode Declarations 
As seen in rule ^258, '
 a m o <
*
e
 declaration has the form 
M0DE <mode indicant> = <actual mode declarer> .  
Sample code produced for such a declaration by compiler subroutines 
*25al» *25a2 '  ^
 ± s a s f o l l o w s : 
LABEL 5• ,  
LABEL k: 
Translation of <actual mode declarer> ,  
OffiTURNj 
LABEL 5: 
In the above code ,  "LABEL V is the unique program label corresponding to 
the definition of the <mode indicant> .  "LABEL 5" is used to isolate the 
indicant definition in the run-time program .  With this isolation ,  the 
only vay to execute the code produced for <actual mode declarer> is to 
Jump to LABEL 1»,  After this declarer is executed at run-time ,  there 
follows the instruction 
CRETURN J . ,  
which is used in the PILOT language for a Jump to the location whose 
address is stored in RETURN .  
In order to execute this data-definitional function ,  we need a func-
tion call in the form of a <mode indicant> appearing in some declaration .  
This function call produces the following code: 
SAVE RETURN ,  
J + 2 -»• RETURN ,  
LABEL I*.  ,  
P0P RETURN 
1* 
For this calling sequence,  LABEL 1* is used as the location of the partic-
ular <mode indicant* to be cal led .  The PILOT run-time program counter 
stored in J is saved in the RETURN variable so that the code for the mode 
defini t ion can jump back to the statement "P0P RETURN" .  Al l the compiler 
needs to do is carry a record of the labels that correspond to the currently 
active mode indicants and to retain a representation of the data structures 
to which these indicants correspond .  As before ,  the value of this mode 
indicant function is the first free location in L0C or HEAP at the calling 
point in the compiled program .  
A Final Example 
To bring together the information given in our previous descriptions ,  
we present a typical mode declaration ,  together with its generated code: 
The Declaration 
M0DE $A$ = STRUCT([1:5] STRUCT($B$ X ,  REAL Y)Z); 
The Compiled Code 
LABEL 10 . ,  
LABEL 7: 
SAVE U ,  
L0C U ,  
L0C + 1 L0C ,  
U + 1 f U ,  
L0C -> [U], 
SAVE U
5 
2 + L0C •+• U ,  
L0C + 2 ->- L0C ,  
1 •+ [u](35 + 53),  
1 •> 0PERAND REGISTER 2 ,  
1 [U](55 + 55),  
0PERAND REGISTER 2 •* [U](0 f 17) ,  
5 -»• 0PERAND REGISTER 2 ,  
1 -> [U](5»i - 55),  
0PERAND REGISTER  »• [U] (l8 •*• 35) .  
i • luK ' tf •> '/J),  
SIZE > 0: SIZE + [U](36 + 53); ; 
u - 2 tempi ,  
0 -+ [tempi],  
[u](36 53) -»• size ,  
size > 0: u [tempi](0 •* 17) ,  
l0c + size l0c;; 
1 -»• [tempi](36 -»• 53) ,  
p0p u ,  
0 index register 3 ,  
u-l u ,  
label 8: 
index register 3 + 1 •+ index register 3 ,  
index register 3 > size: label 9. ; ; 
l0c + 1 -»• [u + index register 3] ,  
SAVE U ,  
l0c * u ,  
l0c + 2 + l0c ,  
1 + U + U, 
loc + 1 + [u],  
save return ,  
j + 2 return ,  
label {$b$} . ,  
p0p return 
p0p u ,  
label 8 . ,  
label 9: 
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Appendix 1 
A Partial Translation Grammer for ALGOL 68* 
P ,  : <mode declarer> <stowed declarer^/T / la la 
P..  : Inonstowed declarer*/^-,!./ lb lb 
P : ]mode i nd i c^n t V^^ / 
P
2 a
: <nonstowed declarer> -v R E F / f ^ / mode declarer / 
P
2 t >
: |mode declarator / ^ t / 
P
3 a









/<fieldB>)/ ' J '
363
/ 












: <arraygenerator> rowers ] / V
4 a 2
/ 








P ,  : <field> <field mode declarerxfield selector>/ 'J' ,  / 
6a
 & a 
P„ : <rowers> •+ <rower>/¥- ,/ 7a 7al 
P : |<rowers>,  <rower> /T^^ / 









: <rower> - : 
p „ |<lower bound>:<upper bound> 
10b '  
P, ,  : <lower bound> -*• <bound>/y. . .  / 11a 11a 
P
12a
:  < u
P P
e r
 bound> -•xboundVH ' ^/ 





 ,  / 13a 13a 
P
l 3 b







* This syntax has been tested ,  and is certified to be LR(1).  
1* 
P ,  _ : Uformu l a EITHER/*, , , / 13
 1
 13d 
P „ : I formula FLEX/Y- _ / 13e
 1
 13e 
P . .  : <mode decarator> -»• <procdecl? 
14a 















 w w 1 A f / 
P
1 4 f











: |  PR0C /y
i 5 b l





: <virtiial pTocplan? •+ (<virtilal parameters?]f^^J 





 : |  (<virtual parameters?)<virtual mode dec l arer? /
1
^^ / 





= |  <virtual mode declarer? , / Y j ^ / cv i r t ua l paTame t ers? /Y





 <union mode decl> -> UNI0N C /^
1 8 a l
/<nonun ion ind i can t s?) /^
l g a 2
/ 
P,^ : <nonunion indicants? -> <mode indicant?/¥ ,
n
 / 19a 19a 
P
1 9 b
: |<mode indicant?,  / ¥
i g b l
/ <nonun i on ind i can t s? / ?
i g b 2
/ 
P „ : <mode indicant? $ :<name> / 20a ZUa 
P„ ,  : cvirtual mode declarer? -> <mode declarer?/ '* '  / 
21a Ĵ-a 




P • <formal mode declarer? •+ <mode declarer? 
23 




: |<operator declaration> 
P„ ,  : |<initialization? 
24c
 1 
[<priority declarat ion? 
1* 
P : <mode declaration* •+• M^DE/^ /<mode indicant* =/Y J 2ba Zo ai.  



















P ,  : ini t ial izat ion* <reference to actual declarer*/?-- /<name list* 









: |<formal mode declarer* <tag> = /Y
2 7 c
j /< t er t i ary> / ?


















: |<tag> : = / ' W ^ e r t i a r y * / ^ / 
P
2 g c





: |<name l ist* ,  <tag* : = /4
,
2 g d l
/< t er t i ary> /^











P : <re£erence to mode global generator* -> HEAP/Y .  . /<actual mode declarer*/ 30a ouaJ.  
f 
30a2/ 
P__ : <prograin* $ENTRY$/Y ^part icu lar program* $ EX IT?/H" / 31a u la J.  o±aZ 
P : <particular program> <closed clause> j^a 









 t / Y
3 3 a l
/ < s e r i a l C l a u s e
^
/ T





 l t ^ 3 3 a l
/ < r 0 W
 °
£
 c l a u s e * ) / ^ / 
P : <serial clause* •+ <declaration prelude sequence;»<suite of clause tTain* 
34 a 
: |^declaration prelude sequence;xlabel completer*<suit of clause train* 
:
 |<label completer*<suite of clause train* 
j<suit of clause train* 
P : ^declaration prelude* <unitary clause;*<declaration prelude* 
35a 
] declarat ion* 
P : <declaTation prelude sequence;* -+• <declaration prelude sequence*; 
36a 





 <unitary clause EXIT* <unitary clause*EXIT 
P „ , : <label:> <label> I 
36d 
1* 




P__ : I < labelstatxsui te of clause train> 37c
 1 
P | < u n i t a r y clause;?<suite of clause train? 
P : <labelstat? <unitary clause;?<label:? o ea 
Pjg^: |<unitary clause EXIT?<label:? 
: |<labelstat?<label:? 
P
38d" < lab el completer? <labelj> 
|<label completer?<label:? 
P
38f" declarat ion prelude sequence? -^declaration prelude?/4 '  
P^g^: |<declaration prelude sequence;?<declaration prelude? 
P„„ : <label? •+ <name? 39a 
P
40a" <unitary clause? •+• <tertiary? 
P._.  : 1 <confrontation? 
4 0 b 1 
P „ : IF0R <tag? FR0M <serial clause? BY <serial clause? T0 <serial clause? 
40c
 1 
D0 <unitary clause? 




P „ : IWHILE <serial clause? D0 <unitary clause? 
40e
 1 
P „ : < confront at ion? <identity relation? 
41a 




 |<refeTence to mode assignation? 
P„, . : I<mode cast? 
4 Id
 1 
P „ : <reference to mode assignation? <reference to mode tertiary? 
42a 
: = <unitary clause? 
<reference to mode tertiary? <tertiary? 




<conformi ty relator? : : 




 iden t i ty relations? -+ -reference to mode tertiary? 
<identity relator?<re£erence to mode tertiary? 
P..,  : <ident i ty relator? : = : 47a
 J 


















vo id cast? •+ :<unitary c l ause? / ^^ / 
P
n r
,  : <tertiary? •*• <formula? 50a 
P : <formula??->> <formula?<op .  ?<unary? 
P
r 1 1
_: I <unary? 
51b 
P : <unary? -> <op.?<unary? 
|<secondary? 
P : <priority declaration? PRI0RITY<op?=<nonzero digit? 




I <void cast? 54b
 1 
(Rules Pj.,.  through P^^ o£ first version are deleted.) 




61b : I'  
p I * 
61c" 




 I '  







61k '  
6 i r 
6 1 m " 





6 1 r '  
61s" 
6 1 t " 
6 1 u '  
61v '  
6 1 w '  
6 1 x ' 
61y' 
61z 
61aa '  
62b" 
63a" 
63b '  
64a '  
65a" 
65b '  
66a '  
67a '  
67b '  
67c '  
+ : = 
/: = 






<cohesiori> select ion? 
) <generator? 
<selection? <name> 0F <secondary> 
^generator? -> <reference to mode global generator? 
preference to mode local generator? 
preference ' to-mode,  local .generator? ->- LOG ^actual mode declarer? 
<primary? <base? 
|<closed clause? 





 ->- <tag> 








< c a l l > 
P
6 g e
: |G0 T0 <label> 
P
6 8 £
: |  S O P 
P 6 8 g : l N U 
: <tag* <name* 69a
 & 
P.,.  : <name* ^letter* 70a 
P__,  : |<name> <letter* 70b 
P „ : |<naine> •idigit* 70c 
P
? o d
: |<name* a 
P_ ,  : <denotation* <number* 71a 
P. , ,  : |<character denotation* 71b
 1 




P„,  : |<routine* 
71e
 1 
P : <routine* -»- (*(<formal parameters*)<moid case**) / bS 
P_„, : Umo id cast pack* 72b 
P : <moid cast pack* /<moid cast**)/? / 
/ / o 3.1 l SEi A 
P
74a" forma l parameters* ->• <formal parameters* 
P ^: |<formal parameter;* <<formal parameter*; 
P : <formal parameter;* -+ <£ormal parameter*; 
P ^ ^ : <formal parameter* -> <formal mode declarer* <name* 
P
7 7 g
: <call* <primary>(/4 '
77a l
/<actual parame ters*) /?
7 7 a 2
/ 
P : <actual parameters* •+ <unitary clause*/?
 0




 |<uni tary c lause* , /?
7 g b l
/<actual parame ters* / ?
7 g b 2
/ 
I'  „ : <s 1 ice - > <primary^ [•• indcxcr* I 79a 
1* 
P
80a" <inde«er> -+ <trimscript? 
PgQk
 :
 J<indexer>,  <trimscript> 
P
0 1








81d '  
P 8 1 e : 
P 
81f " 
: AT <sum? 
<sum? : <sum> AT <sum> 
<sum> : AT <sum> 
<sum> : <sum? 




 <condi t ional clause? IF /Y
J 3 a l
/<ser i a l clause? 
THEN/I* „/<serial clause? 82a2 
ELSE /7
g 2 a 3
/<ser i a l c l ause?FI /¥








? /<seTial clause?THEN /f









3 3 a l
/<seria l c lause?IN /Y
g 2 d 2







/<serial c lause?IN /f
g 2 d 2
/<row of clause?ELSE/4
,
g 2 d 3
/ 
<serial clause?ESAC/f '  ,./ 
P
g 3 a
: <row of clause> <unitary clause,?<uni tary clause?/*^^ / 
P
g 3
^ : |<unitary clause
J
?<row of clause?/*^^ / 
P
g 4 &
: <unitary clause,? <unitary c l a u s e ? J ^ ^ J 
P„
r
 : Deleted 
85a 
P




 |<a integer? .  <b integer? 




: ].<b integer? 
P : <a integer? •*• <nonzero digit? 
o /a 
P : |<a integer? <digit? 
87 b 













 <00131 integer* <octal digit* 
P
g o b




 <octal digit* ->- 0 
P_
nl
_: I<nonzero octal* y lb '  
P
92a" ^nonzero octal* 1 




: < d i
g
i t * - 0 
: |<nonzero digit* 




; 1 0 0 
C
C
C tf̂ O 
C *»60 





1 / /) 8^0 
: 860 
1* 
/ / ) 
10HI / / ) 
10) 
(K ) ) 
,2H/ / ) 
2H / / ) 
OHPOPU ,  / / ) 
(K) 
(Z K>  H* ,  






1 1 8 0 
1 2 0 0 
1210 
1 2 2 0 
121*0 
1260 














116 ITE MP=CODELOC(K) 2870 
CALL OUTCDP2 (ITEMP , CONVERT(FIELONO(K> , 2R > , 10H+U-U ,  / /) 2880 
CALL 0UTCDB2 (I TE MP ,  LHCURR ,  10 Hi* I U J ,  / /) 2890 
FIELDNO(K)=1 2900 
; 2940 















GO TO 132 <+890 
E N T R Y
1 = 1-2 
1* 

















ENTRY PS 13OA2 7940 
7 9 8 0 
 f f
E N T R Y  1 3 1 2
8060 
8080 
8 1 0 0 
8 1 2 0 
8140 
<=K+1 8220 
8 2 6 0 
 OF
1* 
8 6 1 0 
8 6 6 0 
 OUT
r
 (ITE MP ,  i+HLOC- GE t B L ,



















1 0 0 8 0 





1 0 1 6 0 




1 0 2 8 0 
1 0 6 2 0 




 K -1 
OJTCOOEfITEMP+2 , 3)=ITEMP1 
i rEMP3=0PERAND(H 
 CALL  CD A  ,CONT (ITEMP3
ITEMP?=LINK<CCNT(ITEMP3)
I  GO TO
S = S+1 
2 
( K ) - 2 
) > 
K=K + 1 
1 0 8 0 0 
1 0 8 1 0 
10820 




1 1 0 2 0 










P = P + 1 
//) 
1 0 H .  




1 1 6 8 0 
1* 
ITEMP1=C0NVERT(S ,2R L) 11770 
ITEMO2=C0DEL0C(K> 11780 
K=K-1 11790 
CALL 0UTC0A2 (Z ,1 TEMPI ,  1 OH I / /) 11800 
0UTC0nE(ITEMP2 , l)=ITEMPl 11310 
CALL OUTEVAL (P ,REF ,OUTCODE ,Z ,  100 0-Z) 11320 
S = S +1 11830 
ITEMP1 = C0NVERTtS ,  2R L) 11840 
CALL 0UTCDA2 (Z ,  I TEMP 1,10HI / /) 11050 
OUTCODE(TTEMP ,1)=ITEMP1 1186 0 
154 1=1-1 
RETURN 11890 
: H 9 0 0 
* LOWER THE ALTERNATIVE ,  THEN INSERT JUMP CODE FOR THE CONSEQUENCE .  11910 
; 11920 
155 CALL OUTEVAL (P ,REF ,OUTCODE ,Z ,1000-2) 11930 
S=S+1 11940 
ITEMP1=C0NVERT(S ,2R L) 11950 
CALL OUTCDA (7 ,ITEMP1 ,10H» //) 11960 
ITEM ° 2=C0DEL0C(K) 11970 
K-K-l 11980 
OUTCODEfITEKP2 ,1)=ITEMPl 11990 
GO TO 154 12000 
: 12010 
ENTRY PSI82B3 12020 
: 12030 
; INSERT A LTE PN AT IVE CODE AND PROVIOE A JUMP TO AVOID THIS CODE .  12040 
: 12050 
ITEMP=STORAGE(BLOKNUM) 12060 
P=IRYTE(ITEMP ,10)+1 12070 
ITEMPl=CONVERT(P ,2R T) 12080 
CALL RLOKEND (0,0) 12090 
CALL BLOKBGN (0,0) 12100 
IP" (OPERAND(I) .EQ .ITEMP1) GO TO 156 12110 





156 CALL OUTCD A 2 (Z ,0 ,10H . ,  //) 12150 
S=S+1 12160 
ITEMP2 = CONVERT(S ,  2R L) 12170 
K= K-l 12180 
ITEKP3=CODELOC(K) 12190 
K = K-l 12200 
CALL OUTCDA2 (Z ,ITEMP2 ,10H I //) 12210 
0LITC0DE(ITEMP3,3) =ITEMP2 12220 j 
CALL 0UTCDA3 (7,5H0 i» , ITEMP1 ,10H ,  / /) 12230 |  
S=S+i 12240 ! 
ITEM
p
2=C0NVERT(S , 2R L) 12250 j 
0UTC0DE(7-2 ,1)=ITEMP2 12260 
CALL OUTCDA2 (Z ,  ITEMP2 ,1 OH I //) 12270 
RETURN 12280 j 
ENTRY PSI84A 12290 j 
C 12300 I 
C TFST TO SFE WHETHER WE ARE COMPILING THE FIRST CLAUSE IN A ROW OF CL 12310 
C THEN , IF TRUE , INSERT A JUMP AROUND THE ROW OF CLAUSE TO WHERE THE EVAL 12320 
1* 
JU^P '  TABLE BEGINS .  
P=IBYTE(STCRAGE(BL CKNUM) ,10) 
ITEMP=CONVERT(1+P ,2R T) 
IF (OPERAND(I)•EQ .ITEMP) GO TO 157 
CALL OUT CD A4 (Z ,0 PERAND(I) ,1H- , ITEMP ,10H ,  //) 
157 CALL OUTCD A 3 (Z ,  1 0 HRETURN* RJ ,8H(30-47) , ,10HRJ . ,  //> 
ITEM01 = IFETCH(l»l 
IF (CODELOC(K) .EQ . -l) GO TO 158 
THIS TEST DISTINGUISHES THE FIRST CLAUSE OF THE ROW .  
K = K +1 
CODELOCIK)=-1 
S = S+1 
ITEMP3=C0NVERT(S ,  2R L) 
THE DOUBLE USE OF <ROW OF CL .> WITHIN CASE STATEMENTS AND COLLATERAL 
REQUIRES SOME BLANKING OF OUTCODE CARDS PUT IN BY Pf?I33Al DURING PSI8 
ITE MP2 = C00EL0C(K-2) 
CALL OUTCtJ A2 (ITE MP2 ,  ITEMP3 ,1 OH f //) 
C00FL0C(K-1)=ITEMP3 
CODELOC (K~2) = IT EMP 2-1 
158 CALL STPIND (CODE L OC ( K-l) ,  ITEMP 1+1) 
OPERANDt l)sITEMPl 
: STORED ON OP ER AND(I) IN A LIST CELL .  






CDDELOC(K-i)= IT EM P 3 
CALL OUTCOA? ( Z ,1TEMP3,1 OH I //) 
RETURN 
IT HE LABEL AT WHICH CODE BEGINS FOR EACH ROW IN A <ROW OF CLAUSE> IS 
ENTRY PS I 8 3A 
H J 
1 DO PSI84A WORK FIRST ,THEN PIECE TOGETHER THE COMPILE-TIME REPRESENTAT 
: OF< ROW OF CLAUSE* .  
P=I BYTE(STORAGE(BL CKNUM) ,10) 
ITEMP=CONVERT(P+1 ,2R T) 
IF (OPERAND(I).EQ .ITEMP) GO TO 159 
CALL OUTCPA4 ( Z ,0 PERAND (I > ,  1Hi»,  I TEMP ,  1 OH ,  //) 
159 CALL OUTCO A3 (Z
 5
1 OHRETURN -RJ ,8H(30-47) , ,1OHRJ . ,  //) 
ITEMP=IFETCH(4) 
CALL STRINC <CCDELGC(K-l),ITEMP + 1) 
CONSTRUCT LIST OF <ROW OF CL.> PROCEDURES .  
CALL STRIND ( ITFMp ,  OPERAND(I-1)\ 


































1 2 6 8 0 
12690 
1 27 0 0 
12710 
12720 







1 2 8 0 0 
12810 






1 = 1-1 
K = K-2 






 0 0 00
 7
 7
1 / / ) 
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